
Name: Suprena Lohrer 

Address: 1770 West Choctaw Drive 

Phone: 937-206-0881 

E-mail: suprenalohrer@gmail.com 

Many of you might already be familiar with me, or at least with my name, as I have served on 
the CLPOA Board of Trustees for the past seven years. To those who don’t know me, “Hello!”  
Quick info:  I have been on the board for seven years, served as treasurer for five of them, and 
as VP the past two years.  During this time I have worked on many projects to help improve life 
here at Choctaw Lake. For example, I have worked diligently on our collections effort, which has 
improved greatly from where we started, led a committee to prepare a long range capital plan, 
and have also served on the investment committee.   

I have been the chair of the long-range planning committee for the past 5 years, and am 
particularly proud of the accomplishments of this group.  The update of the Arrowhead and 
lodge, modernization and beautification of the tennis courts, playground area, and ensuring 
proper equipment for our maintenance department, all came from a sustainable long-range 
plan.  The results in the community speak for themselves.  In all these roles - and in other 
volunteer positions as well - I am proud to have worked alongside other dedicated property 
owners to continue to improve our community. There will always be more work and I am 
committed to continuing efforts on behalf of this amazing community. 

I am a graduate of Ohio State University with a degree in Industrial and Systems Engineering. 
Prior to making the decision to stay at home full time with my three children, I worked in the food 
manufacturing business as a Quality Systems Manager and Project Engineer. In this role, I led 
cost saving measures such as insourcing calibration of equipment; ensuring compliance with 
ISO 9001, and compliance with regulatory food safety standards. I love solving problems. I 
enjoy the challenge of taking a problem and finding common sense, fiscally responsible 
solutions. 

I’m once again asking for your vote to serve on the CLPOA Board of Trustees. I ask you to vote 
for me not only for past accomplishments, but for what I would like to strive for in the next 3 
years. 

• CONTINUED FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY. Our hard-earned dollars must continue to be 
spent on meaningful projects that add value to our community.  

• FOLLOWING OUR COVENANTS.  We have all agreed to abide by our Covenants, 
Constitution, and Rules & Regulations.  In my time on the Board, I have always fairly and 
impartially followed these documents.  I will continue to do so, if elected.     



• LAKE WATER QUALITY/DAM. These items are vital to the enjoyment of our 
community and require long range planning to ensure we can continue to enjoy 
recreation on the lake. Dredging and continued maintenance are musts for preserving a 
fantastic resource and treasure. 

With your vote, I am confident we can work together and continue to make this the great quality 
neighborhood it is. A neighborhood I am happy and PROUD to call my home. 

 
 


